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Molecular Profiling of Vascular Remodeling in Chronic Pulmonary Disease
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Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a multifactorial pulmonary vascular disease leading to progressive right ventricular dysfunction and eventually to death by right heart failure.1 PH is defined by an abnormal elevation in the mean pulmonary arterial pressure of >20 mmHg, as assessed by right heart catheterization.2 Furthermore, two hemodynamic parameters, pulmonary arterial wedge pressure and pulmonary vascular resistance, clinically subdivide PH into three categories: i) precapillary PH, ii) isolated postcapillary PH, and iii) combined precapillary and postcapillary PH.

Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease (PVOD) [group 1.6 of the most recent clinical classification for PH; pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) with overt features of venous/capillaries (PVOD/pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis) involvement] represents a subgroup of PAH with exceptionally high mortality.2 In contrast to PAH, PVOD is predominantly characterized by fibrotic narrowing of pulmonary veins and venules leading to progressive PH. Similarities in hemodynamic and physical findings complicate the distinction in the early stages between PVOD and PAH.3 About 5% to 10% of patients diagnosed with idiopathic PAH actually experience PVOD.4 Fibrotic
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narrowing and obliteration of pulmonary veins are associated with the risk of developing a life-threatening pulmonary edema, especially when medical therapy for PAH is initiated. Progressive mediastinal lymph node enlargement, interlobular septal thickening, and centrilobular ground-glass opacities evident in high-resolution computed tomography images during pharmaceutical treatment of patients with PH can help identify alterations of the postcapillary pulmonary vasculature in the right setting (Figure 1).

Pulmonary vascular remodeling with a manifestation of PH is also present in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and some diffuse parenchymal lung diseases such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). In all of these conditions, the development of PH is associated with a worse outcome. Unfortunately, the pathogenesis of pulmonary vascular remodeling in chronic lung disease remains poorly understood. Until now, lung transplantation remains the only “curative” therapy for PVOD and other non-neoplastic end-stage lung diseases with severe pulmonary vascular remodeling (Figure 2).

Perivascular inflammation in PH is currently discussed as a trigger of smooth muscle and endothelial cell proliferation by circulating cytokines and chemokines. To better understand the formation of vascular lesions and to identify potential molecular drug targets, the current study investigated freshly explanted human lungs from patients with PAH, PVOD, COPD, and IPF. These diseases were studied using NanoString technology focusing on kinome- and inflammation-related genes; importantly, the exact aspects of the inflammatory component of progressive pulmonary vasculopathy, despite its unquestionable relevance, remain largely unknown. Moreover, we aimed to generate a molecular diagnostic model to differentiate between PAH and PVOD, and we representatively validated the identified mRNA profiles of critical ones with protein expression levels using mass spectrometry and multiplex immunohistochemistry.

**Materials and Methods**

**Evaluation of Fresh Human Lung Explants**

All studies were performed in accordance with the requirements of our local ethics committee (ethics vote no. 2702-2015). All available human lung explants were obtained from patients with severe pulmonary vascular remodeling due to PVOD, PAH, IPF, and COPD, who underwent lung transplantation at Hannover Medical School during the period 2005 until 2018. The pulmonary explants were immediately picked up from the operating theater, inflated, and worked up in a separate lung laboratory by experienced and specialized pulmonary pathologists around the clock in a standardized manner, according to standard operating procedures. Hereby, we were able to achieve cold ischemia times <25 minutes and highly standardized samples. Formalin-fixation and paraffin-embedding (FFPE) represents the gold standard for high-quality histopathologic assessment, being far superior for identifying minute pathologic changes, for example, compared with frozen sections. Because morphologic changes (especially in PVOD) tend to be discrete and difficult to identify, even for experienced pathologists, FFPE specimens, rather than frozen samples, were used for the current study. For further analysis, FFPE tissue was cut by using a routine microtome and stained with hematoxylin and eosin, Periodic acid-Schiff, and...
Elastica van Gieson for histopathologic evaluation. The most representative areas in each lung were identified by histopathologic analysis.

RNA Extraction and Statistical Analysis

The target areas were sampled by using a punch with a diameter of 6 mm. RNA was then isolated from at least ten 5-μm thick FFPE slices via the Maxwell 16 LEV RNA FFPE Purification Kit (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI). RNA content was measured by using the Qubit RNA IQ Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) ensuring a minimum RNA concentration of 200 ng per sample. RNA samples were measured by using commercial gene-specific inflammation and kinase panels (536/255 target genes) via the nCounter Analysis System (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA), which has been optimized for FFPE-based experiments. The nCounter system quantifies gene expression directly, without the amplification steps necessary in quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction. Moreover, this method yields far more reliable and exact results compared with those of quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction–based microarrays. Normalization of counts was performed by using the nSolver analysis software version 3.0 (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA) and included positive normalization (geometric mean), negative normalization (arithmetic mean), and reference normalization (geometric mean). Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), glucoronidase beta (GUSB), hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1), phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK1), and tubulin beta class I (TUBB) were designated as reference genes. Data from both panels were merged in the nSolver software via definition of a MultiRLF experiment, thus centering on 28 genes that include reference gene expression to probes that were common to both (Supplemental Table S1). Further analysis of the resulting log2 mRNA counts was performed by using the R software version 3.4.4 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria;
http://www.r-project.org, last accessed March 1, 2018) and partial code of the nCounter Advanced Analysis module version 1.1.5.12 A Shapiro-Wilks test performed on all intragroup gene expressions showed that a considerable fraction of the data were not normally distributed (19%; χ = 0.05). To identify significant changes in gene expression, U-tests were used for pairwise comparisons between groups, and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used for multigroup comparisons. Statistical analysis was concluded by correction for multiple testing (Bonferroni method). Changes with corrected P values <0.05 were considered as significant. For a functional analysis of gene expression profiles, false discovery rates (FDRs) were calculated instead of Bonferroni-corrected P values.

Classification Analysis

One of the study goals was to determine whether a differentiation between PAH and PVOD is feasible by detection of absolute mRNA levels in FFPE tissue on the basis of the two NanoString panels used. Therefore, a variety of binary classifiers were trained by using different gene sets and classification algorithms (Supplemental Table S2).

First, PAH and PVOD samples (n = 20/19) were randomly assigned into a fixed training set (n = 8/7) and a test set (n = 12/12), using the method “sample” from the R programming environment. The training set was used as input for multiple machine learning algorithms (R package caret version 6.0-81; algorithms used, lda, rf, mlpML, nnet, multinom, svmLinear, and svmRadial; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/caret/index.html, last accessed November 20, 2018). The option “tuneLength” was increased from its default value of 3 to 15 to further improve tuning of individual model parameters. For resampling and estimating preliminary model performance, leave-one-out cross-validation was used. Optimal combinations of gene subsets as input variables (up to a number of 16 genes) were identified via an exact leaps and bounds algorithm aimed at optimizing the Tau-squared coefficient (R package subselect version 0.14; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/subselect/index.html, last accessed January 29, 2018) or via the random forest importance metric in case of random forest models. Gene subset selection was also limited to significantly regulated genes, and genes whose expression was highly correlated (correlation ≥ 0.9) were removed in a stepwise manner before subset selection. The final model accuracy was evaluated based on the performance of each model against the test set. In the same manner, a multiclass model was created for the classification of all entities in this work (controls, COPD, IPF, PAH, and PVOD) as well as binary models to discriminate each individual entity from all remaining samples using a common test set (Supplemental Table S3).

Functional Analysis

The comparison analysis module was used from the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis tool (IPA, Qiagen Inc., Venlo, the Netherlands) to complement the study’s molecular data with predictions on the activation/inhibition of biological functions and diseases.13 For this purpose, the relative gene expression profile of each individual sample compared with the median gene expression in the control samples was used as input, limited to significantly regulated genes compared with control samples (FDR < 0.05). The analysis was performed with default settings and therefore used information from both in vivo and in vitro experiments. The IPA tool calculates z scores as a quantitative estimate for the confidence that a biological function is either activated (positive z score) or inactivated (negative z score). Significant differences in the predicted regulation of biological functions were determined via pairwise U-tests and multigroup Kruskal-Wallis tests. P values were considered to be significant according to the following levels of confidence: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.

Label-Free Quantitative Proteomics

Complementary fresh frozen lung samples were collected from our study subjects, consisting of 5 patients with PVOD, 5 with PAH, 5 with IPF, 4 with COPD, and 5 healthy control subjects. The samples were obtained from a −80°C freezer for label-free quantitative proteomics to validate the identified disease-specific mRNA profiles with protein expression.

Frozen lung samples were homogenized in a CryoMill (Retsch, Haan, Germany) using a 25-mL grinding jar containing a single 20-mm steel ball at a frequency of 25 oscillations per second, for a period of 90 seconds. Proteins were extracted from the ground tissue in a buffer containing 4% (w/v) SDS, 125 mmol/L Tris-hydrochloride (pH 6.8), and 20% (v/v) glycerol, which was heated to 60°C for 5 minutes.14 After centrifugation at 18,000 × g for 10 minutes, the protein concentration of each sample was determined with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) before a volume equivalent to 50 µg of protein was supplemented with a mixture of β-mercaptoethanol and bromophenol resulting in final concentrations of 5% (v/v) and 0.5% (v/v), respectively. The samples were then submitted to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in a glycine-SDS gel consisting of a 4% stacking gel and a 14% separation gel. As soon as the dye front reached the phase border, electrophoresis was stopped. After Coomassie staining, the resulting gel band containing the concentrated proteins was excised from the gel and subjected to an in-gel trypsin-based digestion protocol as described in Fromm et al.15

Tandem mass spectrometry using a top-10 method was performed by using a Q-Exactive mass spectrometer coupled to an Ultimate 3000 UHPLC (both, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, Germany). Dried peptides were taken up in 20 µL of a solution containing 5% acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid of which 1 µL was loaded onto a 2-cm PepMap 100 column (100 µm, 5 µm, 100 Å; Thermo Fisher
Scientific) coupled to a 50-cm PepMap 100 column (75 μm, 3 μm, 100 Å; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were eluted during a 4-hour acetonitrile gradient (nonlinear, from 5% to 36% acetonitrile, containing 0.1% formic acid). The eluted peptides were desolvated and archived in an NSI source (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 2.2 kV using stainless steel emitters (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and at a capillary temperature of 275°C. Mass spectrometry settings were similar to those reported in Fromm et al.15

Raw mass spectrometry data were queried against an inhouse database including all known human protein sequences (RefSeq Proteins for latest build of genome GRCh38 from November 2019), using the Andromeda search engine as part of the MaxQuant software package.16 Settings were the same as reported by Fromm et al.15 The pairwise statistical comparison of log2-transformed label-free quantitation values between individual groups was conducted by using the U-test followed by calculation of FDRs. Any FDR ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Mapping of RNA transcripts and proteins to gene symbols was performed by using the R package org.Hs.eg.db version 3.5.0 (https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/data/annotation/html/org.Hs.eg.db.html, last accessed April 24, 2017).

Pathway analysis of proteome data Log2-transformed label-free quantitation values of the significantly dysregulated proteins in each disease were relativized to control samples, and a pathway analysis was implemented by using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (Qiagen Bioinformatics, Redwood City, CA). Z scores that serve as quantitative estimates for the activation or inactivation of diseases and functions were calculated by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software.

### Multiplex Immunohistochemistry

To further correlate compartment-specific protein expression with disease-specific mRNA expression, FFPE slices for each study group (PAH, COPD, IPF, PAH, and control) were representatively stained by using Opal 7-plex technology (Akoya Biosciences, Marlborough, MA), as previously described by Mascaux et al.17 Thereby, the six markers—C-C chemokine receptor type 7 (CCR7), transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), Gardner-Rasheed feline sarcoma viral (v-fgr) oncogene (FGR), ABL proto-oncogene 2 (ABL2), protein O-mannose kinase (SGK196) and microtubule-associated serine/threonine kinase 2 (MAST2)—were selected as outlined by the disease-specific mRNA profile and could be visualized simultaneously on the same slide (Table 1). The slices were then scanned and analyzed by using the Akoya Biosciences Vectra 3 System and inForm Advanced Image Analysis software version 2.3.0 (Akoya Biosciences, Marlborough, MA). Vascular and perivascular stamps were defined as regions of interest. The number of analyzed stamps were 41 for COPD, 46 for PAH, 29 for control, 28 for IPF, and 58 for PVOD. The entire cell count of positive cells was normalized to the total cell count in each stamp. Bonferroni multiple comparison tests were implemented for pairwise comparisons between groups.

### Results

#### Study Groups

By histopathologic assessment of the pulmonary explants, five study groups were created that focused on the predominant compartment-specific affection of the pulmonary vasculature: one “PVOD” group (n = 19), one “PAH” group (n = 20), one “IPF” group (n = 13) one “COPD” group (n = 15), and one “control” group using human pulmonary downsizing specimens from lung donors, sampled before transplantation (n = 16). Information about patient age at transplantation and patient’s sex is shown in

### Table 1 Target Antibodies Used for Multiplex Immunohistochemistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target of antibody</th>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Host species</th>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>Dilution</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinase 9</td>
<td>Recombinant Anti-MMP9 antibody (EP1254; ab76003)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Sodium citrate buffer</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Abcam plc., Cambridge, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC chemokine receptor 7</td>
<td>Anti-CCR7 antibody (Y59; ab32527)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Sodium citrate buffer</td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>Abcam plc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming growth factor-β</td>
<td>Anti–TGF-β Receptor II antibody (MM0056-4F14; ab78419)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Tris-EDTA buffer</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Abcam plc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardner-Rasheed feline sarcoma viral (v-fgr) oncogene FGR</td>
<td>Anti-FGR antibody (EPR3171; ab133349)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Tris-EDTA buffer</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Abcam plc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL proto-oncogene 2</td>
<td>Anti-ABL2 antibody (1H1B11; MA5-15330)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Sodium citrate buffer</td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein O-mannose kinase SGK196</td>
<td>Recombinant Anti-SGK1 antibody (Y238; ab32374)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Sodium citrate buffer</td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>Abcam plc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtubule-associated serine/threonine kinase 2</td>
<td>Recombinant Anti-MMP9 antibody (Y238; ab32374)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Tris-EDTA buffer</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>LSBio, Seattle, WA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Clinical information regarding the control group is not available, respecting the anonymity of the donors.

Histopathology

Histopathologic assessment of standardized samples was performed by using a routine light microscope, and findings were interpreted in correlation with the clinical course of disease (Figure 2). Morphologic features of PAH included intimal proliferation, muscular hypertrophy, concentric intimal lesions, plexiform lesions, angiomatoid lesions, and dilatation and necrotizing vasculitis of pulmonary arteries and arterioles.18 In contrast, PVOD was characterized by a predominant alteration of the postcapillary pulmonary vasculature, as indicated by venous intimal fibrosis and medial hypertrophy, venous intraluminal septa or recanalization, interlobular septal thickening, a mild interstitial lymphocytic infiltrate and fibrosis, capillary congestion and proliferation,
hemosiderosis, and venulitis but usually only mild arterial intimal fibrosis and medial hypertrophy. Patients with IPF exhibited the characteristic histopathologic features of usual interstitial pneumonia, with heterogeneous fibrotic remodeling, honeycombing cysts, dominant interstitial fibrosis, fibroblastic foci, and disorganized smooth muscle proliferation next to areas of nonremodeled lung tissue. COPD lung explants exhibited severe airway inflammation and peribronchial fibrosis, as well as severe emphysematous rarification of the alveolar septa.

Gene Expression Analysis

The absolute gene expression values for each disease entity analyzed in this work were compared with those of the healthy control samples (Figure 3 and Supplemental Table S1). All entities were characterized by an increased expression of MAST2 and SGK196 (alias POMK). PVOD lung explants revealed 10 dysregulated genes; that is an increased expression of MAST2, microtubule affinity regulating kinase 1 (MARK 1), SGK196, and high mobility group nucleosome binding domain 1 (HMGN1) and a decreased expression of matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9), interleukin 10 (IL10), C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 1 (CXCR1), C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 2 (CXCR2), FGR, and interleukin 18 receptor accessory protein (IL-18RAP). The decreased expression of MMP9 was unique to PVOD. PAH lung explants revealed 93 dysregulated genes compared with control samples, including a unique dysregulation of 50 genes. IPF lung explants revealed 46 dysregulated genes compared with control samples with a unique dysregulation of 24 genes. COPD lung explants revealed 60 dysregulated genes compared with control samples. Thereby, a dysregulation of 17 genes was unique for COPD. Patient age and sex had no significant effect on intragroup gene expression (tested with U-test and Spearman correlation, FDR <0.1).

T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding analysis revealed that PAH and PVOD samples exhibited the greatest degree of intragroup heterogeneity in gene expression, whereas control samples, COPD samples, and IPF samples were highly homogenous within groups (Supplemental Figure S1).

Classification Analysis

The classification analysis yielded a feed-forward neural network with a single hidden layer, which allows for the differentiation of PVOD and conventional PAH samples with a high accuracy of 96% (Figure 4). The model structure and a comprehensive description of the identified neuronal network can be found on Mendeley: https://data.mendeley.com/
datasets/h9nw4cxs8/2 (last accessed March 18, 2020). The six genes required as input for our model were bioinformatically identified as near-optimal choice via an exact leaps-and-bounds algorithm: C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 1 \((CXCR1)\), serine/threonine kinase 4 \((STK4)\), toll-like receptor 4 \((TLR4)\), arginase 1 \((ARG1)\), calcium/calmodulin dependent protein kinase II alpha chain \((CAMK2A)\), and ribosomal protein S6 kinase A5 \((RPS6KA5)\). Thereby, all 12 PVOD samples in the test set were correctly identified as PVOD with a sensitivity of 100%. The specificity for the prediction of PVOD was 92% because one of 12 PAH samples from the test set was falsely labeled as PVOD. However, no PVOD sample was labeled as PAH, and thus 11 of 12 PAH samples were identified as PAH, which equals a sensitivity of 92% and a specificity of 100%.

Functional Analysis

A functional analysis of the differential regulation of biological functions and pathways between the disease entities analyzed by using the IPA tool showed numerous differences between PAH and COPD. This is in contrast to the comparison of PVOD and IPF (Supplemental Table S4). The IPA tool was able to predict regulation scores for 97 biological functions, of which 44 were relevant to the disease entities researched in this work. Remarkably, PVOD shared 11-fold more similarities with IPF, compared with PAH, measured by the amount of nonsignificantly regulated functions between entities (11 compared with 1). The predicted regulation of biological pathways (Table 3) showed a down-regulation of IL-6 signaling, as well as of IL-8 signaling, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-kB) signaling, and p-58 mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling but an activation of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor signaling in lungs from patients with PAH and COPD.

Label-Free Quantitative Proteomics and Multiplex Immunohistochemistry

In total, 1653 unique proteins could be identified via mass spectrometry and mapped to 1408 distinct genes (Supplemental Table S5); 86 dysregulations were shown between diseases and controls on the protein level (Figure 5). Regarding the overlap between the analyzed mRNAs by NanoString panels and the detected proteins by mass spectrometry, 47 genes from the NanoString panels could also be identified on the protein level by mass spectrometry (47 of 1408). Among these overlapping 47 genes, 13 genes are significantly dysregulated on the mRNA level: complement component 1s \((C1S)\), complement component 3 \((C3)\), complement C8 beta chain \((C8B)\), cluster of differentiation 163 \((CD163)\), complement factor B \((CFB)\), copine-3 \((CPNE3)\), casein kinase 2 alpha 1 \((CSNK2A1/CSNK2A3)\), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase \((G6PD)\), major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha \((HLA-DRA)\), complement component 4A \((C4A)\), matrix metalloproteinase 9 \((MMP9)\), protein kinase cGMP-dependent 1 \((PRKG1)\), and succinate dehydrogenase \((SDHA)\) (Figure 3).

The \(MMP9\) gene and the succinate dehydrogenase \((SDHA)\) gene were significantly dysregulated between diseases and controls on both the protein and the mRNA level (Figures 3 and 5).

The functional analysis of proteomics data by IPA revealed a pro-apoptotic, pro-necrotic, and cancer-like pulmonary environment with increased cell stress and
IPA was not able to generate z scores for the prediction of diseases and functions in COPD.

Bonferroni multiple comparison tests of multiplex immunohistochemistry data revealed a decreased protein expression of ABL proto-oncogene 2 (ABL2) in COPD and an increased expression in PAH and IPF compared with control samples predicted by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. Positive median z scores indicate an up-regulation and negative scores a down-regulation of pathways.
control (Supplemental Figure S2). SGK196 appeared decreased in COPD, PAH, and IPF, whereas C-C chemokine receptor type 7 (CCR7) appeared decreased in PAH, IPF, and PVOD compared with control. FGR and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) were decreased in all entities compared with control. In contrast, MAST2 increased in all representatively stained entities compared with the control (Figure 7 and Supplemental Figure S2).

**Discussion**

This study investigated the shared and differential molecular characteristics of PH. In particular, the goal was to create a model with the power to differentiate between PAH and PVOD. We were able to generate a neuronal network that differentiated PVOD from PAH samples with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 92% in a randomly chosen validation set. Moreover, close functional similarities were found between PVOD and IPF as well as between PAH and COPD.

A fundamental finding of this study was the increased expression of SGK196 and MAST2 in all examined patient groups, suggesting that both kinases play a key role in the formation of pulmonary vascular lesions. MAST2, alias MTSSK or MAST205, has been described as forming complexes with the cell–cell adhesion molecule protocadherin LKC. Protocadherin LKC and MAST2 are known to influence the contact inhibition in liver, kidney, and colon cancer. Apart from this action, SKG196 is a glycosylation-specific O-mannose kinase, which is involved in dystroglycan receptor function. Dystroglycans are adhesion molecules that provide cellular adhesion of endothelial cells to the extracellular matrix. Due to this property, dystroglycans promote vascular remodeling, as well as survival and migration of endothelial cells. Moreover, alterations of SGK196 are associated with congenital muscular dystrophy. Regarding the molecular differences between PVOD and PAH, the decreased mRNA and protein expression of MMP9 in human PVOD lung explants suggests a role of MMP9 in the remodeling of pulmonary veins and venules.
MMP9 belongs to the family of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), pivotal enzymes for extracellular matrix modification and degradation in human lungs. It is known that dysregulation of MMPs is associated with oblitative vascular remodeling in PH, which suggests that decreased MMP9 in PVOD results in decreased vascular collagenolytic activity and thereby facilitates extracellular matrix deposition, a key element of PH. In fact, venous intima fibrosis and venous intraluminal septa and/or recanalization, the most common histopathologic alterations of PVOD, are likely a result of dysregulated collagenolysis.  

Focusing on the compartment-specific expression of MMP9 using immunohistochemistry, high MMP9 levels were observed on intravascular and perivascular lymphocytes in healthy human lung tissue, whereas these cells were rarely found in PVOD and IPF lung tissue (Figure 8). An intriguing finding by Day et al was the observation of urinary MMPs in two children with PVOD. Both PVOD and PAH showed a decreased expression of interleukin 10 (IL10). IL-10 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine, which is being discussed as mediating compensatory effects in idiopathic PAH and familial PAH by antagonizing the effects of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-8. Paradoxically, serum levels of IL-10 are increased in patients with PAH and correlate inversely with survival. These differences between the local pulmonary and the systemic cytokine milieu suggest that increased serum levels of cytokines in patients with PAH might not originate from the lung but rather represent immunologic mechanisms of the systemic circulation.

Concerning the common features of PVOD and IPF, IPA labeled antiangiogenic, antichemotactic, antivasculogenic, antichemotactic, ant-inflammatory, and antiangiogenic functional activity for both diseases, particularly seen by the decreased expression of CXCR1, C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 2 (CXCR2), FGR, and interleukin 18 receptor accessory protein receptor (IL-18RAP). FGR is a member of the Src family of tyrosine kinases regulating cellular adhesion, migration, apoptosis, and differentiation. Src kinases are also involved in the downstream regulation of profibrotic cytokines in IPF, as transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) or platelet-derived growth factor. Moreover, interleukin 18 receptor accessory protein (IL-18RAP) is a subunit of the heterodimeric receptor for IL-18, which is an indispensable proinflammatory cytokine for the acquired immune system defending against viruses, bacteria, and parasites. Here, the decreased expression of IL-18RAP and FGR indicate an exaggerated anti-inflammatory or rather an excessive wound-healing reaction. Furthermore, the hypothesis of a disturbed wound-healing reaction is also supported by the decreased expression of CXCR1 and CXCR2. Both CXCR1 and CXCR2 are chemokine receptors of the neutrophil-activating peptide IL-8, and a decreased expression is therefore obviously associated with impaired neutrophilic chemoattractant and decreased neutrophilic tissue influx. In this regard, the functional presentation on the protein level of an antiapoptotic, antinecrotic, and anti-inflammatory pulmonary environment in PVOD and IPF substantially differs from the functional presentation in PAH. Furthermore, the hypothesis of decreased leukocyte migration in PVOD is also supported by IPA functional analysis (Figure 6). Neutrophils represent important immune cells for healing responses by promoting revascularization and tissue repair through the expression of MMP9. An insufficient neutrophilic recruitment might therefore contribute to fibrous venous occlusions. These observations prompt us to assume that IPF and PVOD share significant traits in vascular pathophysiology. Indeed, when considering morphologic similarities, occlusive venopathy has been described as a common phenomenon of remodeling in IPF. Otherwise, interstitial fibrosis, a morphologic
hallmark of IPF, is also a frequently observed alteration in PVOD lungs.19

Conversely, according to this functional analysis, PAH and COPD are proinflammatory, proangiogenic, provasculogenic, and prochemotactic for immune cells and promitogenic with increased DNA transcription and increased protein kinase activity. Pro-inflammatory cytokines in the blood of patients with PAH have been described as a key hallmark of pulmonary inflammation.28 Interestingly, in addition to a local proinflammatory pulmonary microenvironment characterized by chronic bronchitis, obstructive bronchiolitis, and progressive emphysema, systemic inflammation is associated with pulmonary hypertension in COPD.21,35 These findings of a proinflammatory and pro-proliferative pulmonary milieu in PAH are also supported by recently discovered immunoglobulin-driven processes in PAH, as described by Frid et al.36 In summary, the molecular mechanisms of postcapillary and precapillary pulmonary vascular remodeling show substantial differences, whereas their impact on the clinical outcome of PH patients remains poorly understood.

This study is the first to put forward a molecular model with the ability to differentiate between patients with PH due to predominantly precapillary pulmonary vascular remodeling (PAH) and PVOD lung explants with predominantly postcapillary pulmonary vascular remodeling. The model used 6 genes [CXCR1, serine/threonine kinase 4 (STK4), toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), arginase 1 (ARG1), calcium/calmodulin dependet kinase II alpha chain (CAMK2A), and ribosomal protein S6 kinase A5 (RPS6KA5)] and achieved an accuracy of 96% against a randomly chosen validation set. Considering the relatively large size of the validation set used in our study (60% of the available data), we are confident that the achieved classification accuracy is close to the gold standard, histopathologic diagnosis; therefore, molecular discrimination of PAH and PVOD may indeed be feasible. Because lung biopsies, the gold standard for the diagnosis of PVOD, remain as high-risk interventions for patients with PH, and noninvasive approaches currently do not lead to high diagnostic accuracy, these findings may open a concept facilitating diagnostics of PVOD by molecular analysis, provided that these findings are reproducible in blood or urine samples.37

However, some limitations should be discussed. First, the number of 19 PVOD cases in this study is relatively low, although it has to be noted that PVOD represents a very rare and often misdiagnosed entity, even among patients with PH, and that fresh lung explants worked up in a standardized and comprehensive manner from a single center are not nearly as small of a study collective.
To compensate for the sizes of the patient groups, every lung was sampled extensively, and every anatomic compartment was examined. Of these locations, the morphologically most representative areas, according to the criteria of the respective international guidelines, were selected for further analysis; however, differences within individual patients were not analyzed. Because one of the cornerstones of this study was to only include clinically and morphologically well-characterized patients/tissue specimens, we deliberately chose to only include lung explants worked up according to our high standards. These findings have yet to be confirmed in a separate validation cohort. In this regard, close cooperation between different transplantation centers would allow the enlargement of study groups and additional validation of our model in further studies. Nevertheless, compared with a whole transcriptome microarray analysis of 58 PAH and 25 control lungs by Stearman et al, this study yields a similar set of significantly regulated genes between these two groups, with near-complete identical patterns of up-regulation and down-regulation (only considering genes used in this study; data not shown). Second, these findings actually are restricted to the pulmonary environment; the robustness of this approach must be investigated on additional and more easily available biomaterials (eg, using circulatory RNAs in blood and urine samples). Third, these findings in end-stage disease have to be correlated with the clinical course of disease, using tissue specimens sampled at an earlier stage of progression, to enable a differentiation between PAH and PVOD as early as possible. However, given the often obscure and misleading clinical presentation of PVOD, and the contraindications for obtaining lung biopsy samples, the disease is often only diagnosed in the lung explants after transplantation. In this regard, novel nonintubated and uniporal video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery lung biopsies have been shown to be a safe diagnostic procedure in patients with pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis and could therefore represent a new tool for early diagnostics of PVOD. Moreover, although the patients are indeed end-stage at the time of transplantation, the spatial and temporally heterogeneous vascular remodeling found in explanted PVOD lungs strongly suggests that the disease mechanisms are indeed not.

In conclusion, we present the first study to differentiate between human PVOD and PAH by gene expression analysis with a high accuracy of 96% against a randomly chosen validation cohort. Surprisingly, PVOD shared more characteristics with IPF than with PAH. We also identified a large number of dysregulated genes on mRNA and protein levels in lung explants from patients with severe pulmonary vasoconstriction.

Figure 8  Immunohistochemical staining using an anti-matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) antibody on human lung explant tissue. A: Healthy control showing MMP-9—positive lymphocytes (arrow) in a pulmonary artery (asterisk). B and C: MMP-9—positive lymphocytes (arrows in C) are shown in and next to a pulmonary vein (hash mark) and MMP-9—positive macrophages in the alveolar spaces (arrow in B). D–F: Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease showing MMP-9—positive alveolar macrophages (arrow in D) next to a remodeled pulmonary artery (asterisk in D), MMP-9—positive alveolar macrophages (arrow in E) next to remodeled small pulmonary veins (asterisks in E), and MMP-9—positive alveolar macrophages (arrow in F) next to a remodeled large pulmonary vein (hash mark in F). G–I: Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis showing weakly MMP-9—positive alveolar macrophages (arrow in G) next to a pulmonary artery (asterisk in G), MMP-9—positive alveolar macrophages (arrow in H) within the fibrotic lung tissue (H), and MMP-9—positive alveolar macrophages (arrow in I) next to a pulmonary vein (hash mark in I). Scale bars: 200 μm (A, C, D, F, H, and I); 300 μm (B); 400 μm (G).
vascular remodeling regardless of the afflicted compartments. MMP9 signaling in PVOD and MAST2 and SGK196 signaling in various forms of severe PH might serve as novel pharmaceutical targets with the potential to address severe vascular remodeling. Further studies are required to investigate the diagnostic value of the identified markers in the clinical setting.
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